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Fascinating by their unity, 

simplicity, and symmetry 
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Simple symmetric 
laws produce 

complex asymmetric 
outcomes 
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“At each level of complexity 
entirely new properties 

appear”  
 

“The whole becomes very 
different from the sum of 

its parts” 

Philip W. Anderson 
“More is different”, 

Science 1972 



“One thing 
emergent 

phenomenon can do 
is create new 

particles” 

R. B. Laughlin 
Nobel Lecture 1998 

PLASMON PHONON 

COOPER 

PAIR 
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“It can scarcely be 
denied that the 

supreme goal of all 
theory is to make the 

irreducible basic 
elements as simple and 

as few as possible 
without having to 

surrender the adequate 
representation of a 

single datum of 
experience” 

Albert Einstein 
"On the Method of 

Theoretical Physics”, 1933 



2-Dimensional Carbon Nanostructures 

Graphene  
Solid state physics  

Hard 
Excellent electronic properties 

Top and bottom look alike ! 

Not Directional 

Cell membrane  
Supramolecular Chemistry 

Soft 
Basic constituent of life 

Inside differs from Outside ! 

Directional 



n=1,2,3... 

eV 0.85 
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± 

Double Rydberg series 

Silkin, Zhao, Guinea, Chulkov, PME, & Petek, Phys. Rev. B 80 (2009) 121408(R) 

Free standing graphene: band structure 

G. Gumbs, D. Huang, PME, Phys. Rev. B 79 (2009) 35410(R) 





Graphene, carbon-based materials; Dirac cone 
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Free standing graphene: electron dynamics 

Many interesting things are expected 

•Lifetime 

 

•Ultrafast dynamics in real space 

 

•Interaction with atomic lattice 

 

•Negative refraction….. 









 



 



• Transmission probability 





 









Plot for the –Log(1-Re@[Refractive index])^(0.25) for different gap 
 and barrier height.The skyblue region is where refractive index is zero 
 and deep blue region is for negative refractive index. 



Electron transmission through a square barrier 



Electron transmission vs. its energy and the angle of incidence 



Electrical conductance 



 



 



Nanoscience is the study of 

phenomena and manipulation of 

materials at atomic, molecular 

and macromolecular scales, 

where properties differ 

significantly from those at a 

larger scale. 

Nanoscience, and Nanotechnology: 

Opportunities and Uncertainties 



Small is diferent 



10-9 m 

Bottom up 

Top down 

Reductionism 



Time scales 
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time (s) 
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space (m) 
molecules  
&solids 

atoms 

nuclear 
structure & 
dynamics 

attosecond physics femtosecond chemistry 

atoms 

nanostructures 

molecules 

electrons in in 

Welectron/hole~ sub-eV 

nuclear distance 

Wvibr~ milli-eV 

Wcor»10 eV    

Wvalence»1eV 

Structure and Dynamics in Microscopic Systems 



Femto&Attosecond time-scale effects in 

condensed matter 

Charge screening 

Dynamic effects. 

Collective electronic motion 

Image charge creation&decay 

Electron Microscopy 

CHC 

“Streaking” 

vF (Al) = 2 nm/fs 

Charge transport at surfaces 

100 as/a.l. 

Image states 

lifetimes 

Electron-phonon 

coupling 

Spin-dependent 

lifetimes 



SCREENING 



Quasiparticle   -  

a system composed of 

interacting real bodies acts as 

if it were composed of weakly 

interacting fictitous bodies 

(quasiparticles) 

a fundamental concept in 

condensed-matter physics 

+ = 

bare particle 
„cloud‟ of  

other particles 
quasiparticle 



Landau quasiparticle of a metal, an 
excited quantum state that behaves 
like an extra electron added to a 
Fermi sea but which is actually a 
complex motion of all the electrons 
in a metal. 



Time required 

for building up 

of screening?  

Screening 

due to 





Spiler schematics Plasmons 



Critical wave vector vs. the distance and the drift current: 



 



 



Why 2D Physics? 

“Because it is there” 

 
George Mallory 

(1884 Moberley-1924 Everest) 

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archivo:Mount_Everest_from_Rongbuk_may_2005.JPG
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archivo:GeorgeMallory.jpg


“It is one of the first 
duties of a Professor, in 

any subject, to 
exaggerate a little 

both the importance of 
his subject and his own 

importance in it” 

G. H. Hardy 
“A mathematician‟s 

Apology” 


